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The interaction of a nonrelativistic charged particle with an electron plasma in a magnetic 
field is studied by quantum field theoretic methods. The dielectric constant, frequencies, 
and damping coefficients for the longitudinal oscillations of the plasma in the magnetic 
field are calculated to first order in e2• A general formula is obtained for the energy loss 
of a particle moving through a plasma. The case in which the particle moves with a velocity 
much greater than the mean thermal velocity of the electrons in the plasma is investigated 
in detail. 

l. It is the purpose of the present paper to study 
the interaction of a nonrelativistic charged par
ticle with an electron plasma in a constant uniform 
magnetic field. 

Because the Coulomb forces are long-range 
forces, the energy losses of a charged particle 
which moves through a plasma are determined by 
remote collisions as well as short-range colli
sions. The contribution of the short-range colli
sions is usually found by the pair-collision method; 
the effect of long-range collisions is generally in
vestigated through the use of the kinetic equation 
in conjunction with a self-consistent field. In some 
cases the plasma is regarded as an optically active 
medium and is characterized by a dielectric con
stant. The energy losses of a particle moving 
through a plasma in a magnetic field have been 
computed by these methods by A. Akhiezer and 
Fa.lnberg (cf. reference 1), Kolomenskii, 2 and 
Sitenko and Stepanov. 3 However, these methods 
do not give an accurate description of the inter
action of particles which are separated by dis
tances of the order of the Debye radius, so that 
the results are only of logarithmic accuracy. 

In the present paper the energy losses of a 
particle which passes through a plasma in a mag
netic field are computed by quantum field-theoret
ical methods. In this way we are able to obtain a 
general formula for the energy losses and, in lim
iting cases, to find the factors which appear in the 
argument of the logarithm.* 

*Quantum field theoretical methods have been used to study 
the interaction of a particle with a plasma (no magnetic field) 
in a paper by Larkin. • 

2. The Hamiltonian of a system of charged par
ticles which interact through Coulomb interaction 
with an external particle which moves through the 
system can be written in the form X+ Je'(t), where 
JC is the basic Hamiltonian, 

::JC'(t)= ~ 10 (r, t) a0 (r, t) dr, 

a0 (r, t) = (4n)-1 ~I r- r'l-1 j 0 (r', t)dr', (1) 

JC' is the interaction Hamiltonian, a 0 is the scalar
potential operator and j0 and J 0 are operators de
scribing the charge density of the system and of 
the incident particle; the operators are taken in 
the interaction representation. 

Using JC'(t), we form the scattering matrix 

co 

S = T exp {- i ~ ::Je' (t) dt} ... 
-oo 

and determine the matrix elements, which couple 
the different states of the initial system, i.e., the 
medium plus the external particle. We character
ize these states by the quantum numbers a and n, 
where a = ( v, Pz, q) represents the quantum num
bers characterizing the incident particle in the mag
netic field H, while n represents the ensemble of 
quantum numbers which describe the state of the 
medium with a given energy En and a definite 
number of particles Nn· 

We shall assume that the velocity of the inci
dent particle V is large ( e2v-1 « 1) so that its 
interaction with particles in the medium can be 
analyzed by perturbation theory. In the linear ap
proximation in JC', the probability for transition 
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of the system from a state a, n to a state a', n' 
is given by 

( Lv(x) is the Laguerre polynomial), we write 
Eq. (5) in the form 

2Jt~ (En- En• +&a.- &a.•) ~ drdr' (a'\ Jo (r) Ia> (a\ J~ (r') Ia') u.p,,v'p~(r) = e2 i~:;~: exp {i (Pz- p:) z} 
X (n'\ ao (r) I n) <n I ao (r') In'), { x2 + y2 } ( . x• + y•) ( x• + y•) (2) x exp - mt] --2 - Lv \ mlJ - 2- L.· mt] - 2-. -· · 

where &a = S'v,pz = T/ ( v + %) m/M +Pi /2M is the 
energy of the incident particle, M is its mass and 
T/ = eH/mc is the Larmor frequency of the electron 
in the magnetic field H ( jo and ao are operators 
in the Schrodinger representation). 

In order to obtain the total probability fortran
sition of the particle from a state characterized by 
energy f5'vpz to a state with S'v'Pz• we sum Eq. (2) 
over final states of the medium and average over 
initial states using the density matrix Po 
=exp{,B(S2+JJ.N-JC)} (,8 isthereciprocaltem
perature, Q is the thermodynamic potential, N is 
the operator describing the number of particles, 
Jl is the chemical potential ) ; we also sum over all 
values of the variable q' and average over all val
ues of the variable q. In terms of Fourier compo
nents we have 

W ,,=2n\dk<l>(k,S'vp2 -S',,)U ,,'(k), (3) 
vpz,VPz ~ vpz vpz,VPz 

where <P(k, w) and Uvpz, v'pr(k) are the compo
nents of the Fourier functions 

<I> (r1- rz; w) = ~ exp {~ (Q + f1Nn- En)} (n' I ao (rl) In> 
n, n' 

(4) 

U'Pz.v'p~(rl-f2) = ~'(a'Jlo (fl)la)(a]Jo (r2)ja'). (5) 
q, q 

The energy lost by the particle per unit time is 
related to W by the expression 

(6) 

3. We now calculate the function Uvpz,v'pz(k). 
In this calculation we make use of the expression 
for the matrix element of the operator j 0(r) 

(a' \ J 0 (r) \a) = e '¥:. (r) 'I' a. (r), 

where the 'l! a ( r) are the wave functions for the 
particle in the magnetic field 

'I' a. (r) = (2n)-1 exp (ip2 z + iqy) ff!v (x- q/mTj) (7) 

(cpv (x) is the wave function describing an oscil
lator of frequency T/ ) • 

Noting that 
()Q 

Taking the Fourier transform we have 

U , , (k) = e2m1'] (2n)-2 ~ (Pz - p:- kz) Avv' (kt!V 2mTj), 
'IJPz·"Pz 

(9) 

where kt = ..J ki + k} and 
00 

Avv' (a)=~ dsJ0 (2a Vs)L. (s) L.· (s) e-'. (10) 
0 

In order to compute the function <P(k, w) we re
late it to the retarded Green's function for a scalar 
photon in the medium 

D (r1 - r2, t1 - t2) 

=- i6 (t1 - t2) Sp {p0 (a0 (r1, t1), a0 (r~, t2))}, 

0 (t) = 0; 1 for t ~ 0. (11) 

For this purpose we use the spectral representation 
of the components of the Fourier function D 

where 

00 

D (k ) I p (k, ffi') d I 

' ro = j ffi' + ffi + iO w ' 
-oo 

n,n' 

- exp {~ (Q + f1Nn• -En•)}J 

X (n I a~ (k) In') (n' \Go (k) \ n) ~ 

X(En -E,:-fl-Nn +11.N,.• +tJ)) 

= (ea.--1) ~ exp {~(Q +f1N,.·- En·} <nla0 (k)jn'> 
n,n' 

X (n' I ao (k) In> II (En- En' +w) 

(we may note that the only nonvanishing matrix 
elements for the potential a 0 are those between 
states with the same number of particles: Nn 
= Nn'). Comparing this expression with Eq. (4) 
we obtain the following relation for <P 

<I> (k, w) =(e-ll"'-· I)-1 p (k,-w) 

2 -t>"' - 1 I D (k ) = 2lt (1 - e ) m , w . (12) 

The function D ( k, w ) is the analytic contiriua
tion of the temperature Green's function fl) ( k, ~ ) : 

(l 

$ (k, k4) = ~ ~ dr: Sp { p0T"' lao (k, r:) a0 (k, 0)]} eil•.~ (13) 
-1> 

~ d£ exp (i£mTjy)ff!v(£+ y)fflv(£-4) 
-oo 

{ x2 +y2 } ( x2 +y•· = exp -mTj - 4- L. mTl - 2-), 

[a0(k, T) = eT(JC-}J.N) a0(k) e-T(X-JJ.N)) and is related 
to the temperature polarization operator ff' by the 

(8) expression 
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~ (k, k4) = - (k2- .cJ> (k, k4)}-1 . (14) 

Introducing the dielectric constant € ( k, w ) 
= 1 + K ( k, w ) , where 

x (k, w) = - k-2 .uP (k, iw - 0), (15) 

we write Eq. (12) in the form 

<P-(k, w) = __!_k-2 (1- e-.B"')-1Im x(k, w) (16) 
n 1 + x (k, w) • 

Substituting Eqs. (9) and (16) in Eq. (6), we ob
tain the following general formula for the energy 
loss of a charged particle which moves through a 
system of charged particles in a magnetic field: 

(17) 

4. We now compute the electric susceptibility K 

of a plasma in a magnetic field. Equation (15) re
lates K to the reduced polarization operator 
.cJ> ( k, k4) ; this operator is calculated by means of 
graphs. In the first approximation in e2 

where the Green's function for the electron in the 
magnetic field ~ ( r 1, r 2, p4 ) is of the form 

~ 1 • ( ) ~(rl,r2;p4)=~'1'a(rl) !i+. 'I'a(r2), 19 
" 8"- IP4 

€a = Ev,pz = T/ ( v + %) +Pi /2m and the function 
'lFa(r) is given by (7) (we neglect the interaction 
between the electron spin and the magnetic field). 

Using Eq. (8), we write Green's function for the 
electron in the form 

(a ( • \ _ m1J { . Xt + x, ( )} .::; r1, r2, P41 - (2n)' exp ~mfJ - 2- Y1 - Y2 

00 00 

X~ ~ dpzexp {ipz(zl-z2)} 
Y=O-co 

{ (Xt- X2)2 + (Yl- Y•)2 } 
X exp -mTJ 4 

(20) 

Substituting (20) in (18) and taking Fourier compo
nents we have 

The summation over p4 is carried out using the 
relation 

where na =nvpz = [exp{,B(€vpz-J.L)} + 1]-1 is 
the Fermi distribution function. Taking account 
of the relation between K and ff' (15), we obtain 
the final expression for the electric susceptibility 
of the electron gas in the magnetic field: 

(k 2e2mfJ 1 
x ' w) = - (2n)2 k 2 

(21) 

In a weak magnetic field (Iq/2mTj » 1 or ktPI 
2mTj » 1; p is the mean momentum of the plasma 
electrons) the summation over v and v' is car
ried out by means of Eq. (A.2) of the Appendix. 
We obtain the following familiar expression for 
K (k, W) 

(22) 

where €p = p2/2m and np = (exp {,B ( Ep -J.L)} + 1 r 1• 

In a strong magnetic field (Iq/2mTj « 1 and 
ktP'/2mTj « 1) we use Eq. (A.2) of the Appendix to 
compute K ( k, w). In this case we have when k 
«p 

R (k ) - Q2 2 a Q• . • 6 ex , w -- w·' cos - w2 -TJ2 SJn , 

_ 2 (2nm[3j'i•w { { [3m ( w '· 2} ( k 2 sin2 0 ) Im x (k, w) - Q 4 k" 9 exp ---;.,- -k ,.) I - --~-.,-n · cos "' cos 11 m,..T)" ; 

, k2sin2 6 [ { [3m ! w- fJ )21 
--;-- 2mi3fJ2 exp -2 \k cos e f 

{ [3m (w + fJ) 2lll 
+exp -2 ,kcose JJf' (23) 

where n is the electron Langmuir frequency 

and () is the angle formed by the vector k and the 
magnetic field [the second equation in (23) is ob
tained under the assumption that the electron gas 
is nondegenerate: ,BJ.L « 1; the first expression is 
obtained under the assumption that w/k » p/m ]. 

The poles of the function D ( k, w ) determine 
the dispersion relation for the characteristic lon
gitudinal oscillations of the plasma. From (14) and 
(15) we have D (k, w) = - {k2€ (k, w)} - 1 ; thus we 
obtain the dispersion equation 

e (k, w) = 1 + x (k, w) = 0. (24) 
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The oscillation frequencies and damping factors 
w = w1, 2 + iy1, 2 are then 

wi,2 = ~ (Q2 +112) +} V(Q2 + 112)2- 4Q2112 cos26 , 

(2nm~)'i•wl2 2 [ Q•T]• sin• 0 J-1 
= Q2 . 1 _J_ 

YL2 8rrk" cos(l ' -(w---::i,-!-.2 ___ T]_2-'-)2 

[ f ~m ;' w1.2-lJ \ 2} 
x ex P \- 2 \ k cos 0 ) 

{ ~m (' wl.2 + TJ )2}'} 
+ex p - 2 k cos e J ' (25) . 

in agreement with the results obtained in refer-
ences 5 and 6. 

5. We now find the energy losses of a particle 
which moves through a nondegenerate plasma 
( f3fJ. « 1 ) with a velocity V which is much larger 
than the mean thermal velocity of the electrons in 
theplasma. If 17/U«mi/m (mi istheionmass), 
then the interaction of the particle with the ions in 
the plasma can be neglected. It will be assumed 
that the magnetic field satisfies the inequality f317 
«1. 

We divide the integral over k in Eq. (17) into 
two regions: k < k.!_ and k ~ kl, where k1 is chosen 
so that k0 « k1 « p ( k0 = e N{3 is the reciprocal 
of the Debye radius). In calculating the contribution 
from short-range collisions ( k > k1) the curvature 
of the Larmor orbit of the incident particle can be 
described approximately by the momentum p. 
Using Eq. (A.2) we have 

00 

X \ dk r do Im X (k, w) 6 (!!___- (p- k)• - W)\ 
~ ~ k 1 + x (k, w) 2M 2M • 
k, 

(We assume that the unit volume in the number 
space v, Pz corresponds to the volume ( 27Tlll7] )-1 

in p-space). 
The electrical susceptibility K (k, w) in this 

region of wave vectors being considered is given 
by Eq. (22); noting that K is of order Iq/k2, we 
can neglect this quantity, compared with unity. 
Neglecting terms of order p/mV, we have 

( dEP) e'Q2 2mMV 
-----;[! c = 4nV In k1 (M + m) • (26) 

We now compute the contribution due to long-. 
range collisions ( k < k1). If one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 

. ~m T] • ~m TJ 
sm a.~ M max {Q, TJ) or Sin a.~ M max {Q, TJ} 

( a is the angle between the velocity of the incident 
particle and the magnetic field ) , then the state of 
the incident particle can be described approxi
mately by the momentum p. (The first condition 
corresponds to motion of the particle along the 
magnetic field, while the second means that the 
curvature of the Larmor orbit of the particle is 
small). Using (A.1) and (A.2) we have 

k, 

\ \ x (k, w) (pk ) x, ~ dk ~ dok Im 1 + x (k, w) 6 -Xf- w . 
0 

Noting that the main contribution in this integral 
is given by the circuit around the poles of the in
tegrand lying in the lower half plane of the com
plex variable w close to the points w1, 2 [cf. Eq. 
(25)] we have 

x 6 (w2 -112 - Q 2 + n~;• cos2 8) 

x o (cos a cos 8 + sin a sin 0 cos !p - v~) 

( (J and cp are the polar angles of the vector k). 
Finally, carrying out the integration over dk and 
dok, and neglecting terms of order p/m V, we have 

( dEP ) e2Q2 { ( Q) k1V ( Q)·} --- = - fl a - In- .. _ f a -
\ dt . s 4:rt v . ' T] T] ' T] ' 

where 

1 { ~· ~· } /1 (a, u) = nu• ~g (z) dz -- ~ g (z) dz , 
0 z, 

( ) z (1- z). 
g z = ' V z (z- z1) (z- Zz) (z3- z) 

Zt Zs 

f (a., u) = n~• { ~ g (<:)In z dz- ~ g (z) In z dz} , 
0 z, 

_1+u2 , 1,;(l 2)2 4 2 • 2 
<1.2- ~-· 2 v + u - u Sin a, Za = 1 +u2 • 

(27) 

Since f1 (a, u) = 1 (cf. Sec. 3 of the Appendix), the 
energy loss of the particle due to long-range colli-
sions is: 

( - dEP) = e2Q2 {In k1V _ f (a g_)}. 
dt s 4nV TJ ' TJ 

(28) 

Adding this expression to Eq. (26) for (-dEp/dt)c 
we have 

dEP e2Q2 { 2mMV2 · Q)} 
- dt = 4nV In (M + m) 'l - f (a, T] · (29) 
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6. If the particle moves along the magnetic field 
(sin a« 1) then f (a, u) =In -fi+u2 and the total 
loss is given by 

_ dEP = e•Q• In 2mMV2 ( 3 0) 
dt 4nV (M + m) yo• + TJ" 

This formula has been obtained {to within logarith
mic accuracy) by Sitenko and Stepanov. 3* 

For a strong magnetic field { 11 » ~) 

1 { 1 u2 sin' ex} f (a, u) = 4 sin~ a 4 +In - 4-

and the energy-loss formula assumes the form 

_dEl!__ e•Q• { 2mMV2 _ sin2 ex Q2 sin2 ex 
dt - 4nV In (M + m) 1J 4 In 4'1']2 

sin• ex} 
4 . 

(31) 
If a heavy particle (M » m) moves perpendicu

latly to the magnetic field {a= rr/2 ), then 

_dE!!_ _ e2Q 2 {In 4mV2 _ ..!_} (32) 
dt - 4nV f201J 4 . 

In the case of a weak magnetic field { 71 « ~ ) 
f =(a, ~/TJ) = ln(~/TJ) and 

dEP e•Q• 2mMV' 
-----;[! = 4nV In (M + m) Q • 

(33) 

This formula agrees with the energy loss formula 
obtained by Larkin. 4 

In conclusion the author wishes to thank A. I. 
Akhiezer for a discussion of this work. 

APPENDIX 

1. We compute the asymptote of the function 
Avv'{a) [cf. Eq. {10)] as a- 0. Expanding the 
Bessel function J 0 ( 2a -fS ) in a Taylor series we 
have 

00 

A.,.·(a) = ~ (-l)h a2k (k!)-21..~~), 
h=O 

00 

A.~~l, = ~ds ske-sL.(s) L.· (s). 
0 

Taking account of the fact that 
00 

~ dse-sL. (s) L.· (s) = 6 ••• 
0 

and using the recurrence formula for the Laguerre 
polynomials8 

sL. (s) = - (v + 1) L.+1 (s) + (2v + I) L. (s) 

- vL.,._t(s), 

we can find the successive coefficients i\~~' and 

*It has come to the author's attention that Eq. (30) has also 
been obtained by V. Gurevich and FirsQV by quantum field-theo
retical methods. 7 

compute Avv' (a) to the required degree of accu
racy. Keeping the first two terms we have 

A •• •(a) = 6 ••• + a 2 {(v + I) 6.+1 ••• 

- (2v + 1) 6 ••• + v6.,._1, v'} (A.1) 

We may note that the expansion of the function 
Avv' (a) as a - 0 actually reduces (for v ¢ 0) 
to the quantity a2v. 

2. We now investigate a sum of the form 

~A •• · (,/1 ) F (v, v') for ki (: + t)~ 1 
v' f 2tn1j TJ 

Using the asymptote for the Laguerre polynomials8 

exp (- f)L. (s) = J0 (2 Vs (v + 1M)+ 0 (v-'1•), 

we have 

( k1 \ 
00~ • 2m1J 1 

A ••• \ , 1-) _. mrt pdpJ0(ktP) J 0 (PtP) io(Pt p) = """21tl\, 
r 2m1J 0 

where b. is the area of the triangle formed by from 
the segments kt, Pt and pf; if this triangle cannot 
be formed, then b. - 1 = 0 [we use the notation p~ 
= 2m7j (v + %>. pf2= 2m71 (v' + %>1. Noting that 
the quantity t:.. - 1 can be written in the form 

2" 

~-1 = + ~d!Jl6(p;- p1 + k1), 

0 

where cp is the angle between the plane vectors 
Pt and kt;. we have 

....... ( kt ) ' .LJAvv' , 1 - F (v, V ) 
v' f 2tnT) 

-+ ,j-- ~ dp;6 (p;- p1 + k1) F (v, v') I 2 n •+'/,= P 112m11. 

•'+'lo=P;'t2m11. (A.2) 

3. We compute the function f1( a, u) [cf. Eq. (27)]. 
In the plane of the complex variable z we take a cut 
along the real axis along the segments ( 0, z 1) and 
( z2, z3 ). The function g ( z) is a single-valued ana
lytic function in the divided planes; we define this 
function such that g ( z ) > 0 along the upper edge of 
the cut ( 0, z). The quantity f1 (a, u) can be written 
in the form 

f1 (a, u) = 2;u' ~ lg (z) - i] dz, 
c 

(z;----~---1) 
- - - -c, + + + +Cz 
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where the contour C consists of the two closed 
contours C1 and C2 (cf. figure) and the integrand 
vanishes at infinity. Using Cauchy's theorem we 
replace the integration over the contour C by in
tegration over the infinitely remote contour C'. 
Since the residue of the function [ g ( z ) - i ] is 
i [ 1- ( z1 + z2 + z3 )/2] at an infinitely remote 
point, we find f1 ( a, u) = 1. 
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